A technique for extracting coarse-grained parallelism in loops is presented. It is based on splitting a set of dependence relations into two sets. The first one is to be used for generating code scanning slices while the second one permits us to insert send and receive functions to synchronize the slices execution. Codes of send and receive functions based on both OpenMP and POSIX locks functions are presented. A way of proper inserting and executing send and receive functions is demonstrated. Using agglomeration and freescheduling are discussed for the purpose of improving program performance. Results of experiments are presented.
INTRODUCTION
Extracting coarse-grained parallelism available in loops is of great importance to develop shared memory parallel programs. To develop such programs, the OpenMP standard can be used (OpenMP, 2007) . OpenMP is an Application Program Interface (API), jointly defined by a group of major computer hardware and software vendors. The API supports C/C++ and Fortran on multiple architectures, including UNIX & Windows NT. It permits for specifying parallel regions, work sharing, both barrier and mutual exclusion synchronization. However OpenMP does not support directly message passing (send and receive functions) among threads.
In this paper, we show the need for massage passing while we develop an OpenMP coarsegrained parallel program. Then we present how such a mechanism can be implemented on the basis of both OpenMP and POSIX locks. Agglomeration and free-scheduling are discuss to improve program performance. Results of experiments are presented.
In this paper, we deal with affine loop nests (Darte 2000) . For extracting coarse-grained parallelism, we use an exact representation of loopcarried dependences and consequently an exact dependence analysis which detects a dependence if and only if it actually exists. To implement our algorithms, we use the dependence analysis proposed by Pugh and Wonnacott (Pugh 1998) .
MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
Let us consider the following loop. Using the Petit tool (Kelly 1997) , we can extract the following dependence relations for this loop: R1 = {[i,j] -> [i,j+1] : 1 <= i <= n && 1 <= j < n}, R2 = {[i,1] -> [i+1,1] : 1 <= i < n && j=1}. Figure 1 shows the loop iteration space and dependences for n=m=6. To produce a coarsegrained parallel program, we may proceed as follows. Using relation R1, we can generate code scanning synchronization-free slices. For this purpose, we can apply any well-known technique, for example those presented in (Beletska 2007 . The following loop, scanning synchronization-free slices being described by relation R1(see Figure 2) , is generated by the Omega Calculator codegen function (Kelly 1995) .
if(n >=2) for(t1 = 1; t1 <= n; t1++) { a(t1,1) = a(t1,0) + a(t1-1,1); if (n >= t1 && t1 >= 1) { for(t2 = 2; t2 <= n; t2++) { a(t1,t2) = a(t1,t2-1) + a(t1-1,1); } } Figure 2 : Synchronization-free slices described by R1.
To made this code to be semantically the same as the working loop, we may insert in it send and receive functions responsible for preserving dependences represented by R2. To properly insert and execute send and receive functions, the values of the iteration index vector have to be checked. Let us suppose that a pair of associated send and receive functions are executed in such a way that the receive function will wait until the execution of the correspondent send function is completed. Then for the motivating example, we may apply the following way of inserting and executing send and receive functions.
If the iteration index vector, I, belongs to the set SET_RECV = (Domain(R1) union Range(R1)) intersection Range(R2), comprising all the dependence sources and destinations described by R1 that are simultaneously dependence destinations described by R2, then a receive function must be inserted and executed prior the first loop statement that executes at iteration I. Its arguments are coordinates of the vector J= R2 -1 (I). The correspondent send function must be inserted and executed after the last loop statement executing at iteration J= R2 -1 (I). Its arguments are also coordinates of J. That is, we may form a set SET_SEND as R2 -1 (SET_RECV). It comprises all the iterations, after which execution, send functions must be executed. To preserve the presented rules, we may insert send and receive functions as the body of if condition statements.
Using the Omega Calculator, we get the following sets for the working example
Below we present the loop being formed taking into account the above presented rules. Figure 3 illustrates for which iterations send and receive functions should be executed and what are their arguments.
if (n >= 2) { par for(t1 = 1; t1 <= n; t1++) { if(2 <= t1 && t1 <= n) recv(t1-1,1); a(t1,1) = a(t1,0) + a(t1-1,1); if(1 <= t1 && t1 < n) send(t1,1); if (n >= t1 && t1 >= 1) { for(t2 = 2; t2 <= n; t2++) { a(t1,t2) = a(t1,t2-1) + a(t1-1,1); } } } 
ALGORITHM OF GENERATING COARSE-GRAINED LOOPS WITH SEND AND RECEIVE FUNCTIONS
Below we present an algorithm permitting for proper inserting and executing send and receive functions.
Algorithm. Inserting send and receive functions.
Input. 1) set S1 including dependence relations originating at least two synchronization-free slices; 2) set S2 comprising dependence relations to be used for the synchronization of the execution of slices produced by set S1(set S1 and set S2 together comprise all dependence relations extracted for the source loop); 3) relations Rel1 and Rel2 representing the unions of all the relations being comprised in set S1 and set S2, respectively; for sets S1 and S2, the following limitation is satisfied: Domain (Rel2) union Range (Rel2) ∈ Domain (Rel1) union Range (Rel1).
Output. Coarse-grained parallel code.
Method.
1. Using relations in set S1, generate code scanning synchronization-free slices applying any well-known technique, for example (Beletska 2007 and extract all sets, I j , representing the iteration space of statement st j , j=1,2,...,q; q is the number of the loop body statements. 2. Calculate set SET_RECV i = (Domain(Rel1) union Range(Rel1)) intersection Range(R2 i ) for each relation R2 i in S2, i=1,2,...,n; n is the number of relations in S2. 3. Calculate set SET_SEND = Rel2 -1 (Domain(Rel1) union Range(Rel1)) intersection Range(Rel2). 4. Before each statement, st j , of the code generated in step 1 and for each relation R2 i , if (SET_RECV i intersection I j ) ≠ FALSE insert the following code
recv(R2 i -1 (I)); /*I is the iteration vector being defined by the loops surrounding st j */ 5. After each statement st j of the code generated in step 1, if (SET_SEND intersection I j ) ≠ FALSE insert the following code:
send(I); /*I is the iteration vector being defined by the loops surrounding st j */ Let us generate now code for the motivating example according to the presented algorithm.
if (n >= 2) { for(t1 = 1; t1 <= n; t1++) { s(t1,1) ; /* a(t1,1) = a(t1,0) + a(t1-1,1); */ if (n >= t1 && t1 >= 1) { for(t2 = 2; t2 <= n; t2++) { s(t1,t2); /* a(t1,t2) = a(t1,t2-1) + a(t1-1,1); */ } } I 1 = {[t1,1] : t1 >= 1 && t1 <=n }, I 2 = {[t1,t2 : t1 >= 1 && t1 <=n && t2 >= 2 && t2 <=n}
Steps 4,5.
if (n >= 2) { for(t1 = 1; t1 <= n; t1++) { if(2 <= t1 && t1 <= n) recv(t1-1,1); s(t1,1) ;
For I 2 , we have SET_RECV 2 intersection I 2 = FALSE, SET_SEND 2 intersection I 2 = FALSE, therefore send and receive functions are not inserted for statement st 2 .
IMPLEMENTATION OF SEND AND RECEIVE FUNCTIONS
In order to implement send and receive functions, we use lock functions. A lock function takes a lock variable as an argument. Firstly we present send and receive functions based on OpenMP lock functions, then we demonstrate how they can be implemented on the basis of POSIX lock functions.
Send and Receive Functions based on OpenMP Lock Functions
For each vector I, belonging to set S_SEND or set S_RECV, a structure, s_synch, is created. The arguments of the receive function are coordinates of vector I. Firstly the function gets the reference to a correspondent structure. In order to check the variable executed, the lock has to be set by means of the function omp_set_lock. A thread executes the while loop as long as the value of the variable executed is false (at each iteration, it releases the lock and next locks the lock again).
When the value of the variable executed becomes true(a correspondent send function was executed), the execution of the receive function is terminated allowing a waiting thread to be resumed. (sending a notification) . Then, one of the threads waiting on this condition variable wakes up. It is possible also to wake up all threads waiting on a condition variable by using a broadcast method on this variable.
Send and Receive Functions based on POSIX Lock Functions
It is worth to note that a condition variable does not provide locking. Thus, a lock is used along with a condition variable, to provide necessary locking when accessing this condition variable.
The code of the send function is as follows. Firstly the lock is locked. Then the variable executed is checked. If its value is false, the thread, calling the receive function, is put to sleep. The function pthread_cond_wait blocks the calling thread until the specified condition, cond, is signaled. This function is called while the mutex variable is locked, and it will automatically release the mutex variable while it waits. After the signal is received and the tread is awakened, the mutex variable will be automatically locked for use by the tread. Finally the thread releases the lock calling the function pthread_mutex_unlock. If the variable executed was set to true, the thread only releases the mutex variable and continues computing.
SLICES AGGLOMERATION AND ORDER OF ITERATIONS SCANNING
To reduce the volume of synchronization among threads, it is worth to agglomerate several slices into one macro-slice to be executed by an OpenMP thread. This permits for eliminating synchronization among slices within a macro-slice. For this purporse, we can combine several slices into one macro-slice. Let us suppose that applying agglomeration we produced N macro-slices. Then we add an additional parallel loop to scan those N macro-slices. The remaining inner loops with new lower and upper bounds lb, ub(their values depend on N) are executed serialy and scan iterations of a particular macro-slice. To avoid inner synchronization in a macro-slice, additional constraints in if statements must be added (step 4, 5 in the algorithm presented in Section 3). We have to check for each vector I whether iterations R2 i -1 (I) and R2(I) belong to the iterations of a macro-slice. If this is not true, synchronization is required.
Program performance will depend not only on the volume of synchronization but also on how we scan iterations of macro-slices. Figure 4 represents two different ways to scan iterations of macro-slices. On the left-hand side, iterations are scanned in lexicographic order, for example, for the first macroslice the order of the iteration execution is (1,1), (1,2) ,...., (2,1), (2,2),.... On the right-hand side, iterations are executed according to the freescheduling policy (Darte 2000) that supposes that in each step we execute those iterations whose input data is already completed, i.e., in each step the iterations between a pair of skewing neighborhood lines are executed (the order of their execution can be arbitrary because they all have completed data). There is barrier synchronization in the end of each step. For example, for the first macro-slice the following order of the iterations execution is valid: step1: (1,1), step2: (2,1) , (1,2), step3: (3,1), (2,2), (1,3) and so on. It is obvious that applying the freescheduling policy improves the program performance because it reduces the waiting time. For example, applying lexicographic scanning, the second macro-slice can start its execution after the execution of 13 iterations(see Figure 4) while applying the free-scheduling policy, we can start the execution of the second macro-slice after the execution of 4 iterations only.
In paper , we proposed how to generate code scanning iterations according to the free-scheduling policy. For scanning macro-slices, we should add a tuple to a set holding iterations to be executed at the next step , only if an iteration R2 i (I) belongs to the iterations of a macro-slice.
Below, we present the pseudo-code that scans iterations of macro-slices for our working example according to the free-schedule policy. This code is generated on the basis of the approach presented by us in paper , and the described above way to insert send and receive functions. The additional constraints permitting for avoiding inner synchronization are bolded in the pseudocode below. for i=1 to n do for j=1 to n do a(i,j) = a(i,j-1) + a(i-1,1)/1.1 endfor endfor for i=1 to n do a(i, 1) = a(1, i) for j=1 to n do a(i,j) = a(i,j+1)/1.001 endfor endfor for i=1 to n do for j=1 to n do if(i==2 and j==1) then 
EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate the performance of programs being formed by the proposed approach, we have tested three loops (see Table 1 ). OpenMP parallel coarsegrained codes were produced by us on the basis of presented approach. The POSIX library (POSIX threads C+ access library2.2.1-2) was included in OpenMP sources to permit us to use send and receive functions based on POSIX lock functions. We have carried experiments on the machine Intel Xeon 1.6 Ghz, 8 processors (2 x 4-core CPU, cache 4 MB), 2 GB RAM, Ubuntu Linux.
The results are presented in Table 2 , where time is presented in seconds, S and E denote speed-up and efficiency, respectively. The second column in Table 2 indicates whether agglomeration was used (+) or not(-), F means that free scheduling was used, N is the number of macro-slices.
For Loop 1 and Loop 2, we examined how agglomeration impacts speed-up and efficiency. Loop 3 originates only two slices, hence agglomeration was not considered.
Experiments with Loop 1 and Loop 2 demonstrate that i) increasing the volume of calculations executing by a thread(increasing n) increases S and E; ii) the positive impact of agglomeration on S and E grows with increasing the number of processors; iii) free scheduling is important for the number of processors greater than 2. However it is not obvious what is the value of N that optimizes program performance. As N grows, the waiting time to start the macro-slice execution decreases while the volume of synchronization increases. The size of a macro-slice impacts also program locality -a very important factor defining program performance. Table 3 presents how the number of macro-slices (Loop 1, free-scheduling with agglomeration), N, impacts S and E. For each number of processors, there exists a particular value of N optimizing program performance. Table 4 presents differences in execution times of programs being written with OpenMP and POSIX lock functions for Loop 1, n=2048. The columns named as WS present program execution times when send and receive functions are removed from code. In the brackets, the percentage of the program execution time is inserted that characterizes synchronization time on the basis of OpenMP and POSIX functions, respectively. The data in Table 4 demonstrates that POSIX functions permit for better program performance in comparison with OpenMP functions.
RELATED WORK
Unimodular loop transformations (Banerjee 1990) , permitting the outermost loop in a nest of loops to be parallelized, find synchronization-free parallelism. However when there exist dependences between slices, that approach fails to extract coarse-grained parallelism.
The affine transformation framework (polyhedral approach), considered in many papers, for example, in papers (Darte 2000 , Feautrier 1994 , Lim 1999 ) unifies a large number of previously proposed loop transformations. It permits for producing affine time and space partitioning and correspondent parallel codes. For the motivating example, there does not exist any affine space partitioning permitting for extracting coarse-grained parallelism; we are able to find only time partitioning to extract fine-grained parallelism.
Our contribution consists in demonstrating how to generate coarse-grained code on the basis of two sets of dependence relations, the first of them permits for extracting synchronization-free slices (our previous results: Beletska 2007 while the second one is used for inserting send and receive functions. The proposed approach extracts coarse-grained parallelism when in a loop there does not exist synchronization-free slices.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We introduced the approach to extract coarsegrained parallelism in loops. Send and receive functions are used to synchronize the slices execution. Our future research direction is to derive techniques permitting for automatic splitting a set of dependence relations into two sets such that the first one is to be used for generating code scanning slices while the second one is to insert send and receive functions.
